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Abstract
© Serials Publications.The relevance of the investigated problem is caused by the ability to
publish new documents and entire archive funds and write the objective Russian history on their
basis. The purpose of this article is to clarify the authenticity of the documents studied herein.
The leading approach to the study of this problem is the critical analysis of the materials of the
classics of Marxism-Leninism and the documents of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
allowing presentation of the real picture of the historical processes that took place in our
country. The article discovers the main stages of documents and funds, reveals the extent of
their validity and the possibility of studying by historians, justifies questions, which were not
fully covered, provides the ways of implementation of emerging opportunities. Materials may be
useful in the study of Russian history of the Soviet period, when writing books and articles.
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Academia.edu for free.Â It was connected with some matters of domestic and foreign policy of the Russian Empire. The annexation of
Georgian in the early nineteenth century and liquidation of the autocephaly of the Georgian Church by the decision of the secular
authorities provided the enduring source of the anti-governmental mood among Georgian elite, traditionally closely connected with the
local clergy. The foreign policy interests of the empire in the Near East and Asia Minor also contributed to the intensification of research
in the field of ecclesiastic history and the modern structure of ancient patriarchates. Download Citation | Availability of Russian archives
and illusion of the source study updating: What Russian and foreign researches dealing with the documents should know | The
relevance of the investigated problem is caused by the ability to publish new documents and entire archive funds and write the objective
| Find, read and cite all the research you need on ResearchGate.Â The relevance of the investigated problem is caused by the ability to
publish new documents and entire archive funds and write the objective Russian history on their basis. The purpose of this article is to
clarify the authenticity of the documents studied herein. You are currently offline. Some features of the site may not work correctly.
Corpus ID: 67284761. Availability of Russian archives and illusion of the source study updating: What Russian and foreign researches
dealing with the documents should know. @inproceedings{Litvin2016AvailabilityOR, title={Availability of Russian archives and illusion of
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year={2016} }. Andrey Litvin. Published 2016. â€œIâ€™m studying Russian in university and sometimes I want to legitimately pull my
hair out!â€ admits ashley_hayes21. â€œI tried learning in university, tried learning on my own, tried learning with my Russian
husband,â€ opens ___cocono. â€œGet so far and then itâ€™s a mess.â€ â€œI think I was happier knowing just a little Russian,â€ says
lou_pedersen.Â Some letters look the same in Russian and in English, but they are completely different! And whatâ€™s more scary,
these letters are different in lowercase and capital forms. â€œI thought I had cracked the alphabet until I saw the lowercase,â€ cries
peely72, â€œ[where] â€˜mâ€™ is not lowercase of M it is T.â€ Russian handwriting can even be a challenge to native speakers,
because itâ€™s rare that people have immaculate handwriting. For foreigners, this is even harder.

